“A wedding at W is not just a ceremony, it’s a happening.”

W SINGAPORE WEDDINGS
SURREAL SUNSETS
W LAWN
AQUATIC STYLE
GREAT ROOM
ISLAND ESCAPE
WOOBAR
EVERLASTING MEMORIES

FROM POPPING THE QUESTION TO AN IDYLLIC ISLAND ESCAPE, W SINGAPORE - SENTOSA COVE ELECTRIFIES A GLAMOROUS WEDDING CELEBRATION AS UNIQUE AS THE CONNECTION YOU SHARE. WITH W HOTELS’ SIGNATURE WHATEVER/WHENEVER SERVICE, UP THE ANTE WITH A DREAM WEDDING THAT GOES BEYOND YOUR IMAGINATION.
A wedding at W Singapore starts on a whimsical note and ends with a sweet after taste. Find out how you can kick start your happily ever after the way you deserve. Sit back and enjoy some sips in the surreal setting of sun, sea and surf.

- Put together your perfect fairytale and realise your dream with the help of our wedding specialists.

- Whatever you want, whenever you need it, just ask. From an arrival in style via a yacht to an extravagant march in, we will get it covered perfectly for you.

- Experience sensational treatments at our award-winning AWAY Spa before or after the wedding. Indulge in our signature pampering treats using ILA-Spa’s organic and natural products.
Say “I do” amidst the spectacular sunset as you exchange your vows at the W Lawn with a magnificent view of the marina as your backdrop. Enjoy the company of your cherished and closest while you dine in style at the Great Room.

- Make a grand entrance and arrive in style via a yacht on your big day.
- Seal your love with a whimsical wedding only at our Great Room. At 720 square metres & more, the venue includes exquisite indoor and outdoor areas for your guests to enjoy, and sits up to 480 persons.
- Illuminate the pillarless 7 metres and above high ceiling Great Room with dazzling lights and fairies and be the star as you strut down the aisle in style.
POST WEDDING

Save the last dance, the party doesn’t stop here. Adjourn to our chic and bespoke WOOBAR for the after-party, the place to see and be seen.

• Let our award-winning mixologist spice up bespoke cocktails to your whims and fancy.

• Jive to the beats with acclaimed DJs as they imbibe your night with fresh vibes.
From two become one. Ignite your first unforgettable experience at our love themed Marvelous Suite. Overflowing with passion and topped with a good sprinkle of playfulness, enjoy the night with our twilight service and W Singapore signature bath bomb. Revel with W touches such as the enchanting mood lightings and a myriad of at-your-fingertips entertainment options. W Singapore promises an everlasting excitement!

Sensational Honeymoon
A breathing blend of sultry style, racy romance, luxe relation and exotic location, we offer an undeniably fabulous first escape. Indulge in the best of W Hotels and explore what makes your honeymoon magical.
**PREP**

**THE SPEECH**
With a lot of things going on during the day, you might forget to thank important people during the speech. Jot them down and never forget.

**CLEAN YOUR HOUSE**
Make sure the house is neat and tidy for picture-taking during the tea ceremony.

**BUTTER SANDWICHES**
Eat loads of sandwiches filled with butter. This lines the tummy and prevents you from getting drunk too fast.

**DON’T BLAME IT ON THE ALCOHOL**
A good gauge on the alcohol consumption of your guests is asking your siblings, cousins or even colleagues who recently wedded and compare from there.

**BEAUTY**

**SPOONFUL OF EGG WHITES**
Place 2 small spoons in the freezer then put them under your eyes to help with the puffiness. Next up - beat 1 egg white until stiff peaks form and gently paint the egg whites under your eyes. You’ll be amazed at how this natural trick instantly wakes up your eye area! Gently wash off with warm water after 5 minutes.

**WATERPROOF IT**
Choose a mascara that’s waterproof; it lasts longer and withstands tears. If you really don’t like the look or feel, use one coat of regular mascara, then follow up with a light coat of waterproof mascara.

**FACE-ONLY**
Don’t use foundation on your décolletage - it can stain your dress.

---

**TO BRING**

**GREASY HAIR**
Don’t wash your hair the night before the wedding and your hairdo will stay in place much longer during the event.

**SALT-FREE**
Reduce your sodium intake to reduce eye puffiness and see a difference in your facial contour!

**PINS & NEEDLES**
Small ‘assorted’ coloured threads for you and your bridesmaids; a small kit that includes safety pins, buttons and a spool of white and black thread, and at least 3 needles (they break!) in case there are other issues with the dress, veil, tux, etc.

**CLEAN & CLEAR**
Clear nail polish does wonders for runs in pantyhose, tears in the veil, or a last minute glue job if necessary and nail clippers can be used to clip small threads or tags in a pinch, tweezers for just about everything else.

**MUNCHIES**
Keep at least 2 protein bars in your bag in case you get the munchies.

**RED PACKETS**
Have extra red packets on standby and place them on the reception table for those who forgot to bring one along.

**ALE TO THE RESCUE**
Fill champagne flutes with ginger ale for the traditional wedding ‘yum seng,’ that way, flutes look uniform during picture taking.

**EMERGENCY KIT**
Keep everything perky and in place with Hollywood tape, your breath smelling fresh with mints and a small compact mirror with you in case of emergencies!

**TALC**
Dash talcum powder on your white gown on any grease stains to cover it up.